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3D Web-Based Data Archive:  The Hayabusa 

spacecraft explored asteroid Itokawa. Observation data 

obtained by Hayabusa are currently opened to public at 

Hayabusa Project Science Data Archives [1]. These 

data include close up images of the asteroid and spec-

tral data of surface materials. User who visits the web 

site can get specific data files by selecting an instru-

ment type and the observation date through the web 

page’s interface. Similar problems are also found at 

other data servers of asteroid missions (e.g. NEAR-

Shoemaker data archive [2]). However, such kind of 

user interface does not satisfy all requirement of re-

searchers. They want to get data that cover a certain 

area of interest on the asteroid. A location-oriented 

data search interface is more appropriate than the cur-

rent one. The location-oriented interface is suitable 

not only for researchers but also for common people. 

Map-based interface is a possible solution of the 

location-oriented data system. The Google-Map is a 

typical example [3]. In planetary science, several sys-

tems such as Marsoweb adopt a similar interface [4]. 

Marsoweb is a web environment for data visualization 

and online analysis. Locations of available data are 

indicated as marks. When user points a mark at a cer-

tain location of interest, corresponding data can be 

browsed. Also they can be easily downloaded to user’s 

local environment. However, the map-based interface 

causes problem when it is applied to an irregular-

shaped asteroid. A latitude-longitude coordinate sys-

tem cannot describe all surface locations on an irregu-

lar shaped body like Itokawa. We propose another 

solution that uses a 3D polygon model display as a 

substitution of plane map [5, 6]. User can browse on 

the surface of asteroid, and select a specific location of 

interest. The purpose of this research is to develop a 

web application with this novel and user-friendly in-

terface to distribute Hayabusa data to asteroid re-

searchers and public. 

 

Specification:  This system works as a web appli-

cation which provides an interface on web browser in 

client. It consists of two HTML frames; one displays a 

3D polygon model of the asteroid (3D Model Viewer) 

and another displays query results (Result Viewer) 

(Fig. 1). The 3D Model Viewer frame is embedded a 

Java applet to display the polygon model. User can 

browse the model by mouse operation, and specify any 

location of interest on the surface. Since all archived 

data are tied with polygon IDs representing footprints 

of the data on the asteroid surface, the system can re-

trieve specific data by searching the polygon ID re-

quested by user. Query results are displayed in the 

Result Viewer flame. 

 

 
Figure 1 | Interface of the new data archive devel-

oped in this study. The left frame is the 3D Model 

Viewer displaying a polygon model of the asteroid. 

The right frame is the Result Viewer displaying search 

results with thumnail images. Interface for data down-

load is also appeared in the righ frame. 

 

Implementation: All systems are implemented 

with Java. The 3D Model Viewer is built JOGL (Java 

OpenGL) to fulfill 3D visualization. A crient system is 

requied the JOGL capable environment, JNLPApplet-

Launcher is also used. To generate web contents dy-

namically, servlet and JSP run in the server. The serv-

er also hold a database of archived data. 
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